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Measurement of the High Energy Two-Body Deuteron
Photodisintegration Differential Cross Section
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The first measurements of the d�g, p�n differential cross section at forward angles and photon energies
above 4 GeV were performed at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab). The results
indicate evidence of an angular dependent scaling threshold. Results at ucm � 37± are consistent with
the constituent counting rules for Eg * 4 GeV, while those at 70± are consistent with the constituent
counting rules for Eg * 1.5 GeV.
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Understanding nuclear interactions in the few GeV en-
ergy region is among the major challenges facing nuclear
physics. Existing meson-baryon descriptions of deuteron
photodisintegration break down above a photon energy of
approximately 1 GeV. This suggests that quarks and glu-
ons, the degrees of freedom in quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), may be a more appropriate basis for describing nu-
clear interactions in the few GeV energy region.

The d�g, p�n reaction is ideal for investigating the
transition region from meson exchange to QCD because
of its simplicity and amenability to calculation as well
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as high momentum transfer per nucleon [1]. SLAC data
[2,3] above Eg � 1 GeV, later confirmed and extended
by Jefferson Lab [4], exhibit scaling consistent with a
quark gluon picture of deuteron photodisintegration for
Eg * 1 GeV at ucm � 90±. Recent polarized proton re-
sults from deuteron photodisintegration at ucm � 90± show
an induced polarization inconsistent with meson exchange
current (MEC) model predictions [5]. At forward angles,
37± and 53±, however, scaling is not observed for
Eg & 4.0 GeV. The present work provides new data for
the d�g, p�n differential cross section up to 5.5 GeV at
© 2001 The American Physical Society 102302-1
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forward angles in order to investigate the potential onset of
scaling and provide benchmark data for future theoretical
studies.

By including nucleon excited states, traditional models,
which describe nucleon-nucleon interactions with meson
exchange currents, have been extended into the few GeV
energy region. At very high energies asymptotic behav-
ior is expected and nucleon-nucleon interactions should
be well described by the scaling behavior of perturbative
QCD (pQCD) [6–8]. In the intermediate energy regime,
where meson exchange models fail [5] and pQCD is not
yet expected to be applicable, nonperturbative QCD meth-
ods, such as the quark exchange model, hard rescattering
model (HRM) [9], and quark gluon string (QGS) model
[10] should be considered.

The constituent counting rules, believed to apply for
energies much greater than the mass of the particles in the
process [7], predict a center-of-mass energy dependence
for the d�g, p�n reaction given by

ds

dt
�gd ! pn� �

1
s11 f�ucm� . (1)

In Eq. (1) s and t are the Mandelstam variables for the to-
tal center-of-mass energy squared (s) and the momentum
transfer squared (t) in the s channel. The function f�ucm�
gives the angular dependence of the differential cross sec-
tion and depends upon the underlying reaction mecha-
nism [7].

The reduced nuclear amplitude (RNA) [11] and quark
exchange [12] models are similar to that of Brodsky and
Chertok [6]. In these models the deuteron is viewed as a
composite object containing two nucleons, each of which
carries, on the average, one-half of the momentum of the
nucleus. Internal structure of the nucleons is removed by
dividing out the nucleon form factors from the scattering
amplitude [11], which is described by the interchange of
two quarks and the exchange of a hard gluon between the
nucleons in the deuteron. This method gives excellent
agreement with e-d elastic scattering [6], but not with the
deuteron photodisintegration data for Eg # 4 GeV [4].

The QGS model is based on Regge phenomenology.
This model for deuteron photodisintegration uses two types
of nonlinear Regge trajectories. The first has a square
root nonlinear form and the second a logarithmic nonlinear
form. Below Eg � 4 GeV the logarithmic form gives
good agreement with energy and angular dependence [10].

In the HRM the long range behavior of the deuteron
is described by a deuteron wave function. The photon
couples to a quark in one of the nucleons. This cou-
pling causes a high-momentum transfer interchange of the
quark with a quark in the other nucleon. This exchange
is described by high energy, large angle, neutron-proton
scattering data [9]. The HRM gives a fair description
of the energy dependence at ucm � 37± and 53± below
Eg � 4 GeV.

Traditional meson exchange models reproduce the data
well for Eg & 1 GeV, but fail to do so at higher energies
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[13,14]. In an effort to resolve this problem, the asymp-
totic meson exchange current (AMEC) model [15] devi-
ates from traditional meson exchange by describing the
nucleon-nucleon interaction in the deuteron with a form
factor. At ucm � 37±, 53±, and 90± for Eg # 4 GeV,
the energy dependence is in reasonable agreement with
the data [4], but the cross sections must be independently
normalized.

Jefferson Lab experiment E96-003 was performed in
Hall C at the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Fa-
cility. A 2% or 4% radiation length Cu target was ir-
radiated with 5.0 and 5.5 GeV electrons to produce a
beam of real bremsstrahlung photons. These photons im-
pinged upon a 12.5 cm long cryogenic deuterium or hy-
drogen target [16]. The photoprotons were detected in
the Hall C High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS). The
HMS was chosen because of its high central momentum
(p0 � 7.4 GeV�c), large momentum acceptance ( Dp

p0
�

68%), reasonable momentum resolution (�0.13%), and
large solid angle (DV � 6 msr) [17].

Measurements were taken at each of three center-of-
mass angles, ucm � 37±, 53±, and 70±, with the radiator
always in the electron beam [18]. The recoil protons were
tracked using drift chambers. Time-of-flight information
was obtained by a pair of x-y hodoscopes, separated by
approximately 2.2 m, which also served to form the trigger.
The 1.2 m long Čerenkov counter filled with 0.78 atm of
C4F10 gas was used to eliminate pions. In this experiment
all central momenta were above 2.5 GeV�c, the threshold
for pion detection with C4F10 at this pressure.

From the recoil proton momentum and angle, the
photon energy spectrum, Eg , was reconstructed. Only
the highest energy protons, those with energies close to
the bremsstrahlung end point, were used to calculate the
d�g, p�n cross section. Data taken on the liquid hydrogen
target were used to measure the background. Yield from
the kinematically forbidden region above the end point
in the hydrogen spectrum was scaled to match yield
taken from the same region in the deuterium spectrum.
The background represented an average of 30% of the
yield. Systematic error due to the background subtraction
method was estimated to be &3%. The scaled hydrogen
yield was subtracted from the deuterium to produce the
photoproton yield (Fig. 1). This was then used to calculate
the laboratory d�g, p�n differential cross section.

Figure 1 shows typical photon energy spectra after back-
ground subtraction for ucm � 37± and 53± at 5.5 GeV.
These spectra have the expected shape, with the brems-
strahlung end point located at the beam energy, illus-
trated by the solid curve. The solid curve represents two
calculated bremsstrahlung spectra, each convolved with
a Gaussian energy resolution function, scaled by s210,
and normalized to the data. The end point of the second
spectrum is set to the kinematically determined threshold
of the g 1 d ! p 1 n 1 p0 channel. The dashed curve
in Fig. 1 is the extension of the two-body component of
the solid curve. Yield from pion production at ucm � 37±
102302-2
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FIG. 1. Photon energy spectra, normalized to collected elec-
tron beam charge, for ucm � 37± (top panel) and 53± (bottom
panel) at 5.5 GeV. The grey shaded area denotes the region in
Eg where the photoproton yield is calculated. The curves are
described in the text.

is clearly visible at energies below those highlighted by the
shaded region in Fig. 1. There is negligible contamination
of the proton yield from the p0 channel. The grey area
just below the end point indicates the region in Eg from
which the photoproton yield is determined.

In order to properly normalize the photoproton yield and
obtain a laboratory cross section, the total number of real
bremsstrahlung photons was calculated using the thick-
target bremsstrahlung calculation of Matthews and Owens.
This calculation of the photon flux is accurate to �3% [19].
Because the radiator always remained in the beam line,
real bremsstrahlung from the upstream aluminum target
window and the cryogenic deuterium must be determined.
These radiators were &2% of a radiation length, so the
photon flux was calculated using the thin target approxi-
mation. The electron beam energy distribution was altered
after passing through the radiator; consequently, photon
yields from components after the radiator were corrected
for radiative losses.

Events caused by electrodisintegration of the deuteron
were not directly subtracted [4]. These events were com-
pensated for by calculating the virtual photon flux, caused
by electrons interacting with the deuterons in the target,
and contributed approximately one-third to the total pho-
ton yield. An analytical spectrum which includes the recoil
of light nuclei, derived by Wright and Tiator [20], was used
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to determine the total number of virtual photons. The vir-
tual and real photon numbers were added to get the total
photon number needed to normalize the photoproton yield
properly. Systematic error caused by the use of the Wright
and Tiator virtual photon spectrum was determined to be
about 5% by comparing this method with the traditional
method of subtracting the electroproduced events [16,21].

Corrections applied to the data included 2% for tracking
efficiency and �10% for proton absorption in the detector.
The solid angle was determined by a Monte Carlo model
of the HMS. The validity of the Monte Carlo was checked
by comparing electron-proton (e-p) elastic scattering data
with world values. The effect of the extended target was
investigated by analyzing e-p elastic scattering data from
both 4 and 12.5 cm liquid hydrogen targets, and agreed to
within 2.5%.

The overall systematic error is &10%. Uncertainty
in beam current, beam energy, target length, and photon
energy reconstruction in s11 ds

dt is &3.5%. Particle iden-
tification and background subtraction contributed approxi-
mately 4% additional uncertainty. All other uncertainties
including solid angle determination added &8.9%, domi-
nated by the 5% systematic error from the virtual photon
technique.

The final results are shown in Fig. 2, plotted as s11 ds

dt .
Three lower energy data points were taken during E96-003.
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FIG. 2. s11 ds

dt vs Eg for d�g, p�n. The present data are shown
as solid diamonds. Errors for JLab data are statistical and total
errors. All others are statistical only. E89-012 data are shown
as open triangles. All other data are shown as crosses and are as
presented in Refs. [2,3,22]. The solid line is the QGS calculation
[10]. The long-short dashed line is the RNA calculation [11].
The short dashed line is the AMEC [15]. The grey area is the
HRM [9].
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These results, ucm � 53± at Eg � 2.0 GeV, ucm � 37±

and 53± at Eg � 2.5 GeV, overlapped both the JLab
E89-012 and SLAC NE17 data and agree quite well
with the previous cross section measurements near these
energies and angles. Also shown are results from Jeffer-
son Lab experiment E89-012 [4] and data from previous
experiments [2,3,22].

QGS gives reasonable agreement with the present re-
sults only for 53± and 70± above Eg � 4 GeV (see Fig. 2).
Above Eg � 4 GeV, RNA is consistent with the energy
dependence of these results (see Fig. 2). HRM, however,
gives an inadequate description of both the energy and an-
gular dependence of the data in the same region. Both
AMEC and traditional meson exchange calculations (see
Ref. [4]) need to be extended above Eg � 4 GeV in order
to evaluate their descriptions.

A normalized s2n fit to all ds

dt data points for Eg .
1 GeV at ucm � 70± resulted in n � 10.8 6 0.1 consis-
tent with constituent counting rules. At ucm � 53± a
similar fit for data above Eg � 3 GeV produced an n �
11.0 6 0.3 suggesting the onset of scaling above Eg �
3 GeV. In the same energy range at ucm � 37±, a value
n � 9.9 6 0.2 indicates that scaling does not set in at
Eg & 3 GeV; however, above Eg � 4 GeV the fit gives
n � 11.0 6 0.4 consistent with constituent counting.

Brodsky and Hiller, in the RNA model, propose
transverse momentum, PT , as the kinematic quantity
responsible for the onset of scaling behavior [11]. PT for
d�g, p�n is found from the following expression: P2

T �
1
2MdEg sin2�ucm�. The data indicate apparent scaling
thresholds at Eg � 3 GeV for ucm � 53± and Eg � 4 GeV
for ucm � 37±. From these values an average PT �
1.3 GeV�c with a standard deviation of 0.1 GeV�c
is obtained. This could indicate that small transverse
size (�0.15 fm) in the deuteron determines the onset of
scaling.

These data are the first measurements of the d�g, p�n
differential cross section up to Eg � 5.5 GeV. Results
at ucm � 70± remain consistent with s11 ds

dt scaling pre-
viously observed in JLab E89-012. At ucm � 53± there
appears to be a scaling threshold for Eg * 3 GeV. At
ucm � 37±, the most forward angle measured, the results
are consistent with the s11 ds

dt behavior for Eg . 4 GeV.
Improved high energy measurements should be performed
to confirm whether the suggested scaling thresholds ex-
ist. Further theoretical work in this nonperturbative regime
will be necessary to understand the transition region be-
tween the meson exchange picture and the QCD descrip-
tion of high energy nuclear reactions.
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